Other SnowDog features:

Reliable Briggs&Stratton engine.

snowdog.club

Parking brake and kill switch
tether.

Bright LED Headlight.

Handlebar sleeves make your ride
on SnowDog comfortable even
without wearing gloves.

Sleds have reinforced steel frame,
and are equipped with 0.6 inch
thick runners made from low
pressure HDPE.

Optional Accessories:

Folding seat with cup holders will
allow you to ride comfortably and
turn in any directions during stops.

SnowDog
Convenient handlebar bag has
a transparent pocket for your
phone or GPS and small pockets
for bait or to keep other “stuff’
handy.

The coolest machine for ice
fishing, snow sports, hunting
and just having fun

Tech characteristics
Engine

Drive
Wheel

Length/Width/
Height, inch

Compact B7ZE

B&S 7 hp

CVT

49×24×31

20

240

Compact B10ZE

B&S 10 hp

CVT

49×24×31

20

265

Standard B10ZE

B&S 10 hp

CVT

58×24×31

20

275

Standard B13ME

B&S 13 hp

CVT

58×24×31

20

295

Standard B13MER (w/reverse)

B&S 13 hp

CVT

58×24×31

20

305

Model

The further you go
the better the catch
SnowDog is an amazing new machine invented to become your best
off-road “Buddy”, carrying heavy loads over long distances on snow,
ice, and wild terrain. It is a radically different alternative to the
snowmobile tailored towards the hunter, trapper or fisherman who wants
an affordable, compact and highly versatile snow machine. You can
comfortably sit in a sled with all your stuff and ride wherever you want,
or use it to go through a forest where a large vehicle won’t pass. It is
unbelievable how many tasks it can do. Fishing and hunting will become
more productive and enjoyable. With a friend like SnowDog, even hard
work can be turned into a fun adventure.

Advantages:
It`s compact: fits in the trunk of an SUV or a pickup truck
It`s safe: max speed is limited to 20 miles/h
It`s affordable: 1/3 the price of a snowmobile
It`s agile: goes where a man, ATV or snowmobile would not pass
It`s powerful: 7, 10, or 13 hp, hauls up to 650 lb (350 kg) on snow
Use all year round: goes through deep snow, ice, prairie or forest
It`s reliable: 2-year warranty
Economical: fuel consumption less than 0.5 gal per hour
(5 liters for 100 km)
Needs no registration¹, license, not a subject to vehicle taxes
¹

DNR registration may be required in some states.

Track
Weight, lb
width, inch

Model range

Howard Carstensen,
Power Equipment Company,
Cortland, IL
“The SnowDog has caused more
excitement with our dealers and their
customers than any product we’ve had
in my 30 years in the power equipment
industry. It is a new product category
in a market that sees very few new ideas.
At 1/3rd the price of a snowmobile, it will
go through deep snow, ice, marsh, and
prairie or forest. No need for a trailer
because the SnowDog fits in the back of
an SUV. It is safe, simple to operate, easy
to maintain and fun to ride. The SnowDog
appeals to ice fishermen, hunters,
campers, cabin owners and nature lovers.”

SnowDog Compact conquers forest trails and snowy
landscapes. With dimensions of 49.21×21.65×30.71 inches,
it can be easily transported in a car`s trunk! Equipped with
7 hp or 10 hp Briggs&Stratton engine and CVT it can haul
sleds with weight up to 300 lb². SnowDog Compact can
easily surmount ice tracks, mild snow and harsh landscapes.
Standard equipment includes LED light, disk brakes and
convenient engine cover.

²
³

On dry ground. Much more on snow and ice.
330 lbs on dry ground.

SnowDog Standard is a reliable companion designed
to take you long distances in deep snow pulling loads of up
to 650 lbs³. With its longer track and frame, Standard models
offer you improved off-road performance and more cargo
space. I comes equipped with powerful 10 hp or 13 hp
Briggs&Stratton engine and a CVT. SnowDog Standard can
overcome ice tracks, deep snow and harsh landscapes.
Standard equipment includes LED light, electric starter, disk
brakes and convenient engine cover.

